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How Learning Works, in the words of the authors, “grew out of over twenty-nine years of experience consulting with faculty colleagues about teaching and learning” (Ambrose et al., 2010, p. 2). It is a major contribution to the field and practice of education because it provides a synthesis of experience and reflection on the successes and problems in the process of education noted in discussions with thousands of educators worldwide, and in a great variety of disciplines, institutions, and cultures. The authors have focused on seven basic learning principles which students employ and which teachers can utilize to improve the learning experience for their students. The book’s main purpose is to provide “a bridge between research and practice, between teaching and learning” for instructors at all levels of teaching (p. 2). Its aim, then, is to help teachers get a better understanding of the learning process so that they can communicate their lessons more effectively. While a book about learning may seem irrelevant to leaders who are not educators, one must remember that leaders are in many respects teachers of those they lead.

Learning, say the authors, is defined as “a process that leads to change, which occurs as a result of experience and increases the potential for improved performance and future learning” (p. 3). They have taken the perspective that learning involves both developmental processes that are occurring in the student’s life, and the holistic context which includes not only skills and knowledge, but also social and emotional experiences that influence their values and their self-perception.

The book consists of two parts. While the main body of the text presents the theoretical basis of both learning and instructional science by discussing the seven principles of learning in detail, the eight appendices provide concrete examples of how the teacher puts the learning principles into practice, and shows how the concept of maps, rubrics, exam wrappers, checklists, and other devices can be used in the classroom.

The authors have distilled the seven learning principles from research in a variety of disciplines, dedicating one chapter to each principle. These principles are outlined in the book’s introduction:

1. Students’ prior knowledge can help or hinder learning.
2. How students organize knowledge influences how they learn and apply what they know.
3. Students’ motivation determines, directs, and sustains what they do to learn.
4. To develop mastery, students must acquire component skills, practice integrating them, and know when to apply what they have learned.
5. Goal-directed practice coupled with targeted feedback enhances the quality of students’ learning.
6. Students’ current level of development interacts with the social, emotional, and intellectual climate of the course to impact learning.
7. To become self-directed learners, students must learn to monitor and adjust their approaches to learning. (pp. 4-6)

The seven principles are presented in an intuitively sequential pattern that allows the reader to connect each principle to the one that precedes and follows it. This pattern contributes to and facilitates the metacognitive work that allows an instructor to self-assess and adjust teaching behavior to fit an effective and proven process of teaching and learning. In addition, the psychological context of learning is addressed in four of the seven principles which recognize the student as a person with variable attitudes and experiences that impact the effectiveness of teaching and learning. This creates a holistic model wherein teaching and learning become a relational transaction that recognizes variables in both instructor and learner with interactions that affect each.

The authors identify their intended audience as “faculty members, graduate students, faculty developers, instructional designers and librarians.” They add that “it also includes K-12 educators” (p. 12). But this classroom-centered focus ignores the fact that teaching and learning is a part of nearly all of the various facets of life, particularly in the work environment. Therefore, it should be recognized that effective teaching and learning strategies are elemental realities in leadership processes. These learning principles are important not only to leaders in educational institutions, but also those in churches, businesses, or other organizations. The need for effective teaching and learning is ubiquitous.

The authors of How Learning Works have produced an excellent research work. Generally well laid out and easy to read, the book is an excellent text with very good guiding principles to assist the teacher in effective learning strategies. The book is a good read for any beginning college instructor, for parents who are interested in how their children learn, and certainly for leaders who are interested in developing the people who serve their organizations. It’s for those who identify with the following statement: “based on years of study and work, you are an expert in your field—but you are certainly not an expert in how to teach others about your field” (p. xiv). How Learning Works fills gaps that many professionals face on the journey to becoming an effective developer of those they lead.
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Christopher Beeley, an experienced Anglican theologian and pastor, expresses the purpose of Leading
God’s People as extending the impact of effective church leadership beyond the membership of the church. “The vitality of the church,” he says, “holds enormous potential for the well-being of the many societies in which we live” (p. xi). This book is structured around the foundational dimensions of pastoral leadership—spirituality of the leader, service to parishioners, the role of Scripture and theology, and finally ministry of the Word.

Beeley reports that the development of pastors capable of sustaining effective church leadership is given priority by the early church. “Those who shepherd God’s flock on behalf of Christ” (p. 6) are presented as stewards with leadership responsibility for the care of God’s people. The bishop (supervisor of pastors) is also described as being a pastor who cares for his people rather than as an “administrative official” (p. 7). Ideally the bishops assume “servant-like authority and authoritative service” whereby they “exercise their authority not by throwing their weight around, but by helping to build others up” (p. 12).

Beeley quotes the counsel of Ambrose, who said that pastors should not demonstrate their effectiveness through self but rather that they should “show your virtue in your spiritual children” (p. 15). This focus on generative service to people is common in the comments assembled by Beeley regarding the role of the pastor and bishop in the early church and reveals a strong likeness to the servant leadership model encouraged in church leaders today. This presents a challenge to the practice of evaluating pastors on the quantitative basis of growth productivity rather than on the basis of disciples created through training and equipping.

It is also interesting to consider Beeley’s report that the early church practiced a “profoundly social” (pp. 19, 73) selection process in choosing their pastors and bishops. This was done through a relational process of observation of the person and discernment of their giftedness. Multiple reasons are given to support the idea that “the candidate’s inward sense of calling is much less important compared to the discernment of the community” (p. 20). Though not dealt with in the book, this revelation piques my curiosity as to when that community component faded from common practice.

This book emphasizes the need for pastoral leadership to be buttressed by authentic biblical spirituality. Nanzianzus is colorfully quoted in support of this emphasis: “Who would think of teaching a musical instrument, Gregory asks, without first learning to play? Or who would presume to captain a ship who hasn’t first handled the oar, taken the helm, and had some experience of the wind and the sea?” (p. 31). The trust invested by the people in their leader is directly related to the godly spirituality demonstrated by the leader.

The title of Chapter Two couches the ministry task in the language of healing—“The Cure of Souls.” As such, the pastor’s primary role is the process of bringing the members to a place of wholeness and peace with God.

Gregory the Great reminds us that pastoral guidance must be exercised in great humility by leaders who attend first of all to their own spiritual condition before God, “for the hand that would cleanse others must itself be cleansed, or it will soil everything it touches” (p. 73). This emphasis of the prerequisite spiritual fitness of the pastoral leader is consistently emphasized.
The final two dimensions—Scripture and theology, and ministry of the Word—were collectively the most outstanding contribution of this book. The counsels from these ancient sources bear a powerful testimony to the centrality of the Word in the life and leadership of the pastor. The effective pastor must be and remain a committed student of the Word and follow a discipline of theological study as a condition of being entrusted with the authority of spiritual leadership. Beeley again quotes Gregory the Great:

No one presumes to teach an art that one hasn’t mastered through study. How foolish would it be therefore, for an inexperienced person to assume pastoral authority when the cure of souls is the very art of arts? . . . And yet, how often do people who are completely ignorant of spiritual precepts show no fear in proclaiming themselves physicians of the heart, when anyone who is ignorant of the power of medicine would be embarrassed to be a physician of the body? (p. 77)

For the pastoral leader, the application and distribution of the Word through teaching and preaching is, according to Nanzianzus, “the first of all our concerns” (p. 105). Integrity in the use of Scripture and professionalism in its presentation are matters of highest importance.

My primary criticism of this book would fall in the area of sensitivity to the broad readership it will likely attract. Use of the more generic term of “pastor” rather than “priest” would allow a more inclusive understanding and application of the content Beeley is recommending.

The secondary criticism relates to the stated purpose which did not seem to have been adequately fulfilled. The narrow use of non-inclusive ecclesial language and little mention made of how this purpose would be realized led to this conclusion.

Lastly, the book totally sidesteps the historical context marked by the decay of leadership behaviors that led to the clergy dominant church during the period of the Church Fathers.

I would recommend Leading God’s People as helpful reading for church leaders who would better understand the heritage of an age long past wherein faithful men served as bishops and pastors and who led the church during difficult times of transition. Reading and benefitting from Beeley’s work will require an understanding of the unique characteristics of the Anglican tradition from which he writes, but spiritual leaders should know that there is wisdom to be gleaned from this book, as exemplified by my favorite quotation from the book: “No exhortation can encourage the laity, no reproof can correct their sins if the person who is supposed to be a protector of souls becomes the executor of earthly affairs” [Gregory the Great] (p. 103).
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This “revised and expanded edition” of Spiritual Leadership: Moving People on to God’s Agenda follows the
original 2001 publication, which has for many become the defining work on leadership within the context of the Christian community. It works from the foundational premise that Christian spiritual leadership begins with a relationship of obedient followership of the God of creation (pp. 38-39). Whatever the specific leadership function or position, the Christian leader leads from a platform of being a steward of the kingdom of God. This subordinate relationship of the leader with God presupposes the subtitle of the book in that the Christian leader serves to motivate, inspire, and coordinate people toward alignment with God’s agenda rather than the leader’s agenda or even the collective agenda of the faith community: God’s agenda is primary.

The theme of God’s agenda is supported by a call to obedience (pp. 80-82). This is presented as obedience in the context of a “friend” relationship between the leader and God, as opposed to obedience in the hierarchical chain of command. It is further supported by the description of corporate vision: the vision for the organization is developed in a collective manner but via a spiritual process where the goal is to discover a revelation by God of His vision for the organization. This is unique to the Christian model assembled by the Blackabys in that secular leadership does not stray beyond the boundaries of self and community—with the leader as the source of vision or the leader and community collectively developing and casting the vision. Leadership vision that leans on revelation beyond self and community assumes a personal God who is actively engaged in the process of leading both the individual and the faith community.

The book dedicates 33 pages (pp. 147ff) to the role of character as a primary source of influence in the process of leadership. In addition, a full and compelling chapter (pp. 313ff) is dedicated to the failures of character that contribute to the fall of leaders. Character-related dimensions of leadership that were included—position, power, and personality—were treated as illegitimate influences, while God’s hand leading through surrender, integrity, successful track record, preparation, humility, and courage were seen as legitimate influences related to character. It seems unwise to assume the pragmatic posture of a “successful track record” as an indicator of positive character, which interjects a doing element in an otherwise consistent expression of the being aspect of leadership. It nevertheless emphasizes the character of the leader as the primary inspiration and motivation in spiritual leadership.

Surprisingly, a discussion of the role of universal Spirit-gifted competency for all believers is largely absent in this book. Spiritual gifting is a primary function of the Holy Spirit and the bedrock of leadership development in the church. It is the Spirit that gives rise to the adjective that modifies “Leadership” in the title of the book and should be treated as a more prominent element of Christian leadership. In a similar vein, the chapter on character missed the opportunity to tap into the other primary contribution of the Holy Spirit to the body of Christ—fruits of Christian character that take the form of character traits that ensure the relational context in which leadership gifts are practiced by the collective body of Christ.

This updated and revised edition includes new chapters on leading change and leading teams. The book is well-written and edited. Illustrations are updated as are the concepts developed in the original publication. The book successfully and consistent-
ly develops the thesis suggested in its title: spiritual leadership in the Christian context must seek God’s agenda for both the leader and those being led. *Spiritual Leadership* is a book that deserves a prominent listing in any bibliography that would intend to guide the Christian leader. Those who wish to contribute to the process of leadership in a manner that honors the Master and the community that is identified by His name will benefit from reading this book.
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A critical concern for Christian leaders today is maintaining relevance in the world around us. This is a challenging task, especially considering the breakneck pace of change in the 21st century. Too often our “new” ideas are outdated before we even get them off of the ground. And in many cases, truly innovative strategies are short-circuited by the bureaucracy in our organizations. Gary Hamel’s new book, *What Matters Now*, provides a clarion call to transform the very nature of management and organization so that leaders can move from surviving to thriving in our ever-changing world. Though Hamel’s book is written primarily from a business management perspective, his application of the supporting concepts includes several examples from a church perspective. Christian leaders, managers, and organizations can benefit from this book as well.

Hamel divides his book into five modular sections corresponding to his five principles that matter now more than ever. The first principle is values. Drawing from the 2008 financial crisis, which continues to plague the global economy, Hamel demonstrates how a breakdown of ethics and morals led to a broken system and diminished trust. He cites a Gallup poll that reported only 15% of people willing to describe the ethical values of executives as “high” or “very high” (p. 5). Greed, pride, dishonesty, and other ethical lapses infect even the highest levels of business and financial leadership. Sadly, Christian leaders are not immune. How many prominent evangelical leaders have been brought down by scandal and corruption? Christian leaders would be wise to heed Hamel’s call for a renewal of values. Reproach is brought not only on the leader but also on the religious organization and on God when the leader’s integrity fails.

The second principle is innovation. Hamel argues that in order for organizations to remain competitive, they need to create a culture of distributed authority and innovation that extends top to bottom throughout the organization.

The third principle is adaptability. The rate of change is so rapid that there is no perfect strategy for keeping pace. Organizations cannot bank on their time-tested models to sustain them. What worked in the past may not work in the future. Honest assess-
ment of our strategy’s effectiveness is crucial. If it’s not working, change it—adapt or die. “But we’ve always done it this way” traditionalism is exactly the kind of shortsightedness Hamel argues against. Christian leaders face the unchanging challenge of pro-
claiming the “everlasting gospel” in a rapidly changing world which requires necessary adaptation.

The fourth principle is passion. Hamel cites the 2007-2008 Global Workforce Survey, which found that only 21% of employees were “truly engaged in their work, in the sense that they would ‘go the extra mile’ for their employer.” Perhaps even more shocking, 38% were “mostly or entirely disengaged, while the rest were in the tepid middle” (p. 138). He encour-
ages the reader to start by putting people first. Those who serve our organizations are more than a cog in a machine, especially one that can easily be replaced while the organiza-
tional machine keeps on churning. Instead, Hamel argues that we need to put individuals before the organi-
zation. Organizations are made up of people, and people have passion and creativity and innovative ideas. Why not tap into that potential? He tells the story of St. Andrews, a struggling church in the U.K. that radically reor-
ganized around the concept of people first. By placing parishioners in “mis-
sion-shaped communities,” St. Andrews was able to reinvigorate the church as well as deeply impact the surrounding community.

The fifth principle is ideology. Hamel envisions a total reinvention of management by reversing the hierar-
chical pyramid. He maintains that we need to push power and decision-
making outward and downward to multiply the number of people who are involved in setting the organiza-
tion’s direction and priorities. This requires empowering people with
knowledge and information and giving them the freedom to make decisions in a context of peer accountability.

These principles are strengthened by Hamel’s inclusion of several exam-

dles of companies that have not only adapted their structure and leader-
ship but have done away with the pyramid (no bosses!) and have experi-
enced tremendous success as a result.

Perhaps the main factor that ties everything together in Hamel’s book is this idea of dispersing power throughout an organization rather than concentrating it in the hands of a few privileged leaders. What can the Christian leader learn from this model? Why not start by asking what can be done to empower those we lead to become more engaged in shaping the values of our organiza-
tions and churches? What talents and skills can they bring to the table that would help us become more innova-
tive, passionate, and adaptable? In order to tap into this potential, lead-
ers must confront the fear of releasing control and be willing to give others the power and freedom often reserved for self.

This raises important questions. How do we actualize this ideal of empowerment? One of Hamel’s sug-
gestions is to use an internal wiki to ask questions and get feedback from the people in the organization (p. 169). But how many organizations uti-

lize a wiki or some alternative system for people to give feedback and con-
tribute input related to what’s working and what isn’t working in the organization?

The Christian leader must ask how unity of belief is maintained while dispersing power and the expectation of innovation to the people. Is there a risk of splintering the organization from the pressures of various groups pulling it in new or possibly opposite directions? How might this context of
freedom impact the issue of faith and orthodoxy? These are important questions that must be answered as Hamel’s concepts are considered. Finally, Christian leaders must wrestle with the question, what is our bottom line? In Hamel’s view, organizational priorities should shift from “institution ➔ individual ➔ profit” to “individual ➔ organization ➔ impact” (pp. 149-150). What is the impact? What is the Christian leader’s ultimate goal? And how might we restructure our organizational model to best accomplish that goal?

Though What Matters Now does not answer all of the questions Christian leaders might have, the fact that it prompts these questions makes it well worth reading. Hamel’s ideas should resonate with Christian leaders, especially those who embrace the truth of the priesthood of all believers and the responsibility of every disciple of Christ to be engaged in service to fulfill the Great Commission.

Though some may think Hamel’s ideas too radical to be of practical value, the Christian leader should remember that our ultimate Leader, Jesus Christ, was a revolutionary in His own time. Christian leaders continue to draw inspiration from His remarkable vision. Perhaps Hamel’s book can help Christian leaders restore some of the vitality and innovation that the church has lost. For this reason, I highly recommend this book to all Christian leaders who are ready to change the paradigm of leadership and who desire to empower the people they serve.
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In TransformMissional Coaching, Ogne and Roehl share practical insights into holistic coaching. They establish a biblical basis for coaching that is anchored in examples such as Jethro coaching Moses, Barnabas coming alongside Paul, Paul’s call to equip the body for acts of service, and many Proverbs that summon hearers to act wisely.

Why coaching? According to the authors, coaching offers breakthroughs in a Christ follower’s transformation and growth. The old paradigm for initiating change is telling others they need to change and/or providing information that will lead to change. In contrast, the coaching paradigm for transformational change provides a relationship in which the Christ follower recounts his reality and experiences discovery of needed change followed by strategic action steps and accountability. Examples of needed transformation include getting unstuck in transitions, clarifying God’s calling, addressing personal character issues, and becoming more self-aware.

This book underscores the significance of listening and asking key questions for effective coaching. Ogne and Roehl advocate probing by asking questions and actively listening to the one being coached. This is counterintuitive and challenges the natural instinct to dictate solutions, an act which interrupts the possibility for self-discovery that leads to transfor-
mation. But key questions and listening allow for effective clarification, self-discovery, and a self-motivated action plan to occur in a coaching relationship. The authors include a whole series of helpful questions.

Ogne and Roehl’s significant contribution to coaching, however, is linking coaching to young leaders in the postmodern setting. They suggest that the young postmodern mindset is looking for relationships, proximity, and affinity. Authenticity, story, and experiences matter to a millennial living in a media-saturated society. The genius of coaching is that it is not a program; rather, it is a coming alongside another person to facilitate the release of God-given potential. This personal coaching offers a key to personal leadership transformation that institutional programs cannot replicate. The authors successfully argue that coaching fits exceptionally well with the young postmodern worldview.

TransforMissional Coaching would likely most benefit people above the age of 40 in understanding how to relate and link to the millennial generation. Leaders serving in urban and/or highly educated settings with concentrations of millennials would specifically resonate with Ogne and Roehl’s ideas. The book’s bibliography includes a number of coaching classics as well as 11 coaching websites. TransforMissional Coaching forms an excellent primer on coaching and deserves my highest recommendation.
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As suggested by the title of this book by Ann Belford Ulanov and Alvin Dueck, Christians not only can, but should learn from Jung (pp. 3, 19, & 23): “Evangelicals need Jung” (p. 107, reviewer’s emphasis). According to Ulanov and Dueck, this is because Jung’s work functions as a needed corrective to an over-spiritualized (and therefore ineffective or dangerous) faith (p. 25). As such, Jung’s work is presented as useful for leading towards genuine spiritual growth and making Christian leaders more effective. The authors see the fear some Christians have of Jung as precisely the most telling reason they would benefit from his ideas. They say Jung can [help] us to acknowledge some of the blind spots that often keep us from living out more fully our core convictions” (p. 25). I agree with the authors’ views, based not only on personal experience and observation, but also on abundant biblical material that points out the special difficulty we who claim to be religious have in acknowledging our blind spots (e.g., Revelation 3:17; Jeremiah 17:9; John 1:5, 10, 11).

The body of this book is comprised of three essays that are critical to Christian growth and leadership. The second essay (pp. 51-68) contains a most helpful section on the Shadow archetype—that part of themselves which many “advanced” Christians are least aware of in themselves and which therefore most easily trips
them and their witness. The third essay (pp. 69-89) proposes wholeness as spiritual growth’s goal, through comprehensive pacific inclusivity (pp. 77-82).

By linking faith to intimately personal experience, this book has potential to bring a renewal of faith to Christians who are disillusioned in, or even by, the church. Christian leaders will be guided in conceptualizing the causes of deficiencies in life and religious organizations. They will also see the nature of genuine spiritual growth, which will motivate them to promote such genuine growth rather than a mere surface Christianity that doesn’t fool many anymore.

The book links outward Christian behavior with in-depth factors that either foil or enable it; any effort towards Christian behavior that does not acknowledge this link only addresses surface activity that is easily counterproductive to Christianity’s stated goals. Ulanov describes problems commonly stemming from religious sectarianism: “theological bullying” (pp. 52) and threats to life (p. 51). Shadow awareness and pacific integration (p. 58) are proposed as needed alternate solutions (pp. 52-53, 55), because the end result of a “conscious dialogue” with shadow content is that things are clearer, “good is more possible and evil more avoidable” (pp. 53-54), and the world is safer.

Aptly illustrating the issues of the thesis from a treasure trove of biblical material, Ulanov uses pressing terms to warn of the dangers to Christians and to the church of refusing Jung’s pacifically inclusive growth. Such refusal “always leads to catastrophe” (p. 48):

[This is] dangerous [because it leads to a] religion of words that do not incarnate . . . [and] empty exhortations . . . [and to our becoming] windbags . . . [and] theological know-it-alls, full of what should be, [but] rejecting what is . . . [all the while] trying to force others to agree [with us] . . . on pain of death. (p. 79)

In refusing the work proposed, Ulanov sees us as failing our call and becoming moralistic, projecting our flaws unto others, and having illnesses which we either carry ourselves or pass on to our children (p. 83). “There is no future for the church without including the psyche, especially the unconscious” (p. 32). If such propositions do not catch the attention of Christian leaders whose responsibility it is to deal with the hemorrhage of the postmodern church, what will?

Based on history, even biblical history, one can be doubtful that the challenging call of this book will be responded to adequately and in a timely manner by more than a minority; instead, it will likely be opposed by many. But this should not deter readers who are determined to become part of the safe, life-giving minority who are answering the call to reclaim this eminently Christian work for the church.
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